
Is the Original New Testament Lost? 

(Summary of arguments from debate between Ehrman and Wallace) 

Bart Ehrman 
Yes 

View: Not a debate on the validity or imp of the Bible. I will not argue on a view that will oppose the 

Bible. A view held by a deep range of Bible Scholars. 

 We do not have the Originals of the New Testament period 

 Scribe 1 made mistakes intentionally or unintentionally 

 Scribe 2 makes new mistakes 

 Scribe 3 made further mistakes, probably even miss-correcting earlier mistakes! 

 We have no originals; the first manuscripts we have are 100 or more years newer 

o But can we reconstruct the originals? 

1. What does “Original Text” even mean? Ex 2.cor 

o When Paul dictated, scribes could have made mistakes 

o If Paul again corrected this- is the later, corrected text or the first one the original? 

o 2.Cor was not written by Paul, and consist of by 2-5 diff. letters: In other words: 

CHANGED: STANDARD VIEW of scholars 

o Some scholars mean the following: somebody collected Paul’s letters and put it in 

circulation- our manuscripts are from this collection or other collections 

 We cannot go behind this collection (because no manuscripts) 

o So what is the original? Paul wrote 2-5 letters! 

o Other book 

 Acts: Two forms, one is 8,5% longer than the other; which one is the original 

 John: Epilogue in ch21 was not originally a part of John. And what about the 

prologue- many mean it was added later 

 Luke: Prologue 1-2: maybe 3 is the original beginning 

 Mark: Abrupt ending: lost ending? 

2. Where are the early manuscripts of NT? 

o 5560 Greek mss of NT FAR more than homer, plato, or anyone!!! 

 Because MONCS were copying (and they were interested primarely in the 

bible…) 

 BUT we have NO mss (except 1 p52-john 18) before the late 2nd century. 

 NO complete mss from 2nd and 3rd century. 

 94% of mss comes from the 9th century! 

 Problems with the surviving mss: 

 NO two mss are exactly alike: 2-400 000 differences 

 What about differences put in before our mss 

 4th cent mss differ significant from the mss from th 9th century: 

o Why think they are similar to the 1st cent. copies? 



o The earlier mss differ more from one another than later mss 

from one another 

 MOST mistakes are completely insignificant 

 A LOT of them  DO matter 

3. Why Can’t Scholars Agree? 

o Disagreements: 

 The Trinity 

 The full divinity of Christ 

 The full humanity of Christ 

 The atoning sacrifice of his death 

 Favorite stories of Jesus life 

Conlusion: 

 Is the original NT lost: YES 

 Can we reconstruct the lost originals: big problems! 

 

Wallace 
View: Is the original NT lost? 

 If considering documents: YES 

 If considering wording of NT: I believe we can be relatively certain (opposed to confident) that 

we can reconstruct the original wording. 

 Two attidutes to be avoided; rational people would want to drive somewhere in the middle: 

o Radical Sceptisism: No evidence is good enough 

o Absolute Certainty (i.e.”If the King James Bible was good enough for st. Paul, it is 

good enough for me-usually with a West Virginia twang…”) 

 

Content: 

1. Number of Scribal Changes 

 The most trivial difference counts as a textual variance: 400 000 mss variants 

 The reason for # of variance: we have so many copies! 

 The variances are good in the sense that we can more accurately determine the 

original 

 NT was early translated into Latin, Syrian, osv 

i. 10000 Latin mss 

ii. 5-10000 mss other lang 

iii. Together: 20000 mss in various lang (incl greek) 

 This is not all: we also have 1 million quotations of the Church Fathers (going back to 

1st-2nd cent) 



i. Sufficient for reconstruction of almost the entire NT (wrote Metzger and 

Ehrman) 

 More important: the date 

i. 2nd cent: 12 (18) 

ii. 3rd .cent: 64 

iii. 4th cent: 48 

 The whole NT is found in these 124 mss, and several books found mult times 

 The average classical author has not a single mss! NONE. And considering ALL: av 20 

 Put NT mss in  one stack ,and they are over 1 mile high 

 Money comp: 

i. Classical author earns: 20 000 $/y 

ii. NT-author:20 mill $/y 

 The majority of mss for NT come from at least 800 y or later than the first, but they 

add only 2% new material 

 Comparing to ancient authors on whom we base most of our understanding of 

Rome: 

i. Levian:148 volums 25% survived 

ii. Tacitus: 1/3 is with us 

iii. Pliny the elder: 200 copies(!), but wait 700y for the first one 

iv. Plutarchs “Life”: found in mss800 y after he wrote 

v. Josefus’ “Antiquities of the Jews” (vital to understand Judaism of the first 

cent.: 20 copies, 9th cent AD, 800 years later 

vi. Polybius: earliest copies found 1200y after he wrote 

vii. Pausanias description of the Greece: 1400y later 

viii. Heroditus: 26 copies, 1500 Y before we have a substantial copy (first copy 

500y after he wrote) 

ix. Xenophon: 1800 Y before we have any substantial  copy 

x. !These are some of the most important authors from the Greco-Roman 

world! 

 Gaps needs to be filled in, original wording not found in any mss. 

 Filling gaps without mss  testimony is absolutely necessary in Greco-roman lit 

 Almost entirely unknown for NT 

i. Mss for NT gives a coherent picture: no radical change from one gen to 

next, also in the first centuries 

 NT: we have 3 times as many mss in the first 200years of composition of NT as the 

av. Greco-roman author has in 2000 y! 

 Only 10% of NT-copies were copied before AD900, this is still more than 500 mss! 

 So, saying that we have NOT many mss during the early periode is only true 

compared to later periode of NT-mss! NOT TRUE compared to Greco-roman world 

 We will have to mult our doubts about the NT-original with a 1000 fold when 

applying to rest of Greco-roman literature 

 We would know next to nothing about Alexander the Great, Ceasar, Rome and so 

forth!! 

2. Nature of Textual Variance  



 99% make no difference at all! 

 1% of variance are both meaningful and viable “…with fasting” Beast: 666/616 

  

3. What Theological Beliefs Depend On Textual Suspect Passages 

 Bart: Essential Christian beliefs are not affected by the textual variants in the 

manuscript tradition of the New Testament.” –B.Ehrman, Misquoting Jesus 

4. Is The Original New Testament Lost? 

 The earliest copies differ (10% of time); true enough 

i. this shows that there was no conspiracy to make one kind of text! 

ii. And WHEN they agree we can be rel sure we have the original wording! 

iii. When they disagree: Lets illustrate with three of the best preserved mss 

from the Alexandrian line (a very good and conscious copying line of 

inheritage!); codex vaticanus (4th cent), codex sinaticus (4th cent) and p75 

1. The fact that they differ show that they were not copied from one 

another-the similarities  

2. The remarkable sim show that they have common ancestor from 2nd 

cent; conclusion drown 120 years before the early mss were 

discovered. 

3. p75 shows that the common ancestor of vat and p75 is early in the 

2nd cent.(?) 1.08 

 The earliest copied are made by unprof. Scribes, with unintent. And easy mistakes. 

i. The earliest mistakes are not those changing the text!! 

 In the last 135 y, 134 new NT papyri have been discovered: Significantly not a single 

new wording found in the papyri has altered what the scholar allready thought of  as 

original. Not ONE! 

i. So what would happen if we find even older papyri? They are most likely to 

confirm what we already think of as original!  

 There is now one mss from the 1st cent. (gosp. of mark), confirming the reading we 

already think as original 


